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CHAPTER X. 

ANALYSIS OF CHAMBER-WHEEL 

TRAINS. 

� 9•2 

Chaining of Spur-Gearing with Pressure-Organs. 

THE constrained motion of a pressure-organ, rendered possible by 
enclosure in charn ber-gear, is not limited to the circle of crank 
mechanisms,-where ,ve have already traced the development of 
the principle,-but can be obtained in other trains, and has met 
,vith frequent applications in them. There are many trains, of 
various kiuds, in which a pressure-organ may be substituted for a 
rigid link. The method of chambering already described requires 
again t-o be carried out, and under certain circumstances gives us 
very valuable results, and machines really suited for practical use. 
One interesting series of such inventions, which indeed were not 
arrived at by our analytical n1ethod, but which may none the less 
be considered under it, is furnished us by machines formed upon 
the chain (R.OJ. I proved some time since the mutual relation
ship-previously unkno,vu-of a n1.11nber of these machines.* We 
shall give them the common name of chamb�r-whee l  trains 
or gear. 

• Berliner Verhandlungen, 1868, p. 42. I published this investigation on chamber-
wheel gt>ar before I was ab-le to avail myself of the kinematic notation. In comparing 
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A chamber-,vheel train consists of a chain (R.C2) so forn1ed into 
a n1echanisn1, by making one of its links a chamber, that it can 
be chained with a pressure-organ "'hich shall enter the spaces 
betw·een the teeth, pair with them, move forward ,Yith them, 
and finally be compelled to leave then1 where the two wheels gear 
,vith each other. One or both of the spur-,vheels is used as the 
piston, while the frame C...... G is formed into the chamber. 
There are necessarily a number of solutions of this general 
problem. The machines thus obtained may-as we have already 
found in the case of the crank mechanis1ns-be used either to 
cause the motion of a pressure-organ (as in a pump), or as a 
" prime mover," receiving motion from the pressure-organ, or 
for other purposes. The general character of the mechanism 
remains always the same, the special arrangen1ent of it adopted 
depending upon the particular object in vie,v. '\Ve shall here 
briefly exan1ine a fe,v of the most important forms of chamber
"·heel gear. 

§ 94. 

The Pappenheim Chamber-wheels. 

Plate XXXII. 

The spur-,vbeel mechanism (Cz O�)c (Fig. 278), as the geometri
cally si1nplest case of (R. Oz), furnishes our first chamber-,vheel 
train; the form chosen for it being that in ,vhich the ,vheels a and 
bare made equally large. The frame c becomes a chamber encircl
ing a and b, and furnished ,vith an inlet and outlet passage upon 
opposite sides of the two shafts. This gives us the oldest form of 
chamber-,vheel gear, the construction of which is shO'wn schema
tically in Figs. 1 and 2, Pl. XXXII. T,vo similar spur-wheels, 
a and b, having their teeth made so as to work without play, are 
enclosed in a chamber ,vhich has two semi-cylindrical wings, with 
which the points of the teeth ren1ain in contact during their motion. 
The chamber has t,vo openings, one on each side of the parallel 
shafts, and has plane end surfaces ,vith which the ends of the 
it with the present chapters it will be noticed that the general method and scope 
of both are very much alike, although here I can go considerably further into the 
matter than was fonnerly possible.-R. 
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cylindric ring w·hose inner and outer radii are those of the botto1n 
and top of the teeth respeJtively, the annular space, that is, 
between the point and root cylinders. This '"e may call shortly 
the tooth-ring. 

If, therefore, it be desired to increase the amount of \Vater 
delivered per revolution ,vithout changing the dia1neter of any part 
of the ,vheel, it is only necessary to lengthen a and b in the 
direction of their axes. If the head of ,\·ater be not great, and the 
angular velocity of the ,vheels not too sn1all, careful construction 
1nay so reduce the loss of \Yater as to make it not "·orth considering. 
The arrangement, therefore, is one ,vhich in many cases may furnish 
a really useful water-pump. 

As a pump, indeed, the machine is already very old. \Veisbach 
calls it* Bramah's rotary pu1np, and says that Leclerc improveu it 
(by placing packing ,reclges in the ends of the teeth)r; other writers 
ascribe it to Leclerc hin1self. This "'ould take back the date of 
the invention to the end of the last century. But long before this, 
in 1724-, the purnp had been described as old by Leupold,+ and 
called " niachina Pa.ppenheimiana''r; he headed it " A  chan1ber ap
paratus with two moving ,vheels, called by D. Becher iiachina 
Pappenheimiana." N o,v Becher's "·ork t appeared in the first 
half of the 17th century. Besides this, ho,vever, Kircher, 
Schott, § Leurechin, and also Sch"'enter, in his " :i\Iathematischen 
Erquickstnndenr" (A.D. 1636, p. 486), have described the same 
1nachine ,vith the alteration that the ,vheels have four teeth instead 
of six, and that they do not name Pappenhei1n. The machine 
is no,v therefore over �:30 years old ; it ,vas already kno,vn in the 
time of the Thirty Years' '\Var, and all accounts agree in making 
it a German invention. \Vhether Pappenheim was the name of its 
inventor, or of his city only, ren1ains uncertain ; "·e are quite justi
fied, ho,Yever, in any case in calling it the Pappenhein1 pump. In 
France Grollier de Servieres (1719) is often nan1ed as its inventor.II 
But this date is that only of the appearance of a description by the 
younger de Servieres of the mechanical collection of his grandfather, 

" "�eisbacl1, Jfechanik, iii.,p. 843. t Tfi,;(l.tnon .Vach. Hyclraul., vol. i., p. 123. 
::: Tr{foliwn Bcchcrianuni, which is unfortunately not to he found either in the 

Kouigl. Bibliothek in Berlin or in the Library of the British Museum.:
§ Kasper Schott, Mechanica Ilydraulica Pneurnatica, Mainz, 1657. The wheels :

shown in a little copper-plate engraving have here nineteen teeth. 
II P;·opag. Industr.t, 1S68, iii.,�p. 20. 

http:inventor.II
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in which moreover he does not mention the latter as the inventor 
of the machine.* The collection appears to have been founded 
about 1630. 

I must here remark that t�e two external spur-wheels, a and b, 

are on1itted both in Leupold's beautiful copper-plates and in the 
small woodcuts of Sch,venter, as ,vell as by Bramah and Leclerc. 
There is certainly no absolute necessity for their employment, for 
the pump-wheels may be used instead ; but the o blique action of 
the latter when in the relative positions shown in Fig. 1 would soon 
damage the teeth. The use of the wheels a and b is therefore 
always to be recommended, and the ir e x ist e n c e  ,vill b e  
assumed in the remaining chamber-wh�el trains sho,vn in our 
plate. ,ve need not here enter into the delineation of the profiles of 
the wheel-teeth, which have been already 1nentioned inr§ 31. ,ve 
may merely mention that in this case the points of the teeth are 
semi-circular (as in Leupold's engraving), and the profiles of their 
flanks are such as ,vork ,vith these curves,- they differ little from 
circular arcs. 

The Pappenheim machine may be used for gaseous bodies as 
,veil as for liquids-for a blower, for example, or a g as -pump. Its 
action also may be reversed, so that the fluid drives the machine 
instead of being driven by it. The machine thus becomes a prime 
mover,-a chamber-,vheel turbine, if water be the fluid used, or a 
rotary steam-engine if it be steam. 1\Iurdock, a contemporary of 
Watt,t attempted to apply it for the last-nan1ed purpose, using 
teeth with broader points, so that they could ,vork against the 
chamber-walls, and fitting them also ,vith packing pieces. The 
machine thus arranged could only be adapted for very light work, 
for the closure at the line of contact of the teeth, m n, would 
not suffice if a high pressure were used ; l\furdock's chamber
whee] steam-engine has therefore never found its way into 
practical use. t 

* Ewbank, Hydra11,li,c and other ,J,fa,chines, Ed. of 1870, p. 285. 
t Murdock was for many years an assistant of Watt, aIJd became eventually:

(practically) a partner in the firm of Boulton and Watt. His engine, made in 
1799, hi described in Farey's Treatise on _the Stea1n Engine, p. 676, and else• 
where. 

t So far as regards economy in the quantity of steam used Dudgeon's rotary engine, 
which has been a good deal advertised during the last two or three years, is no doubt 
superior to Murdock's. In it a return is made to the use of wheels with numerous teeth:
(thirty-one iu wheels twenty inches_ diameter), for which epir.ycloidal profiles are 
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The chamber-wheel gear can also be used in another ,vay, viz., as 
a measuring instrument. It can, that is to say, if carefully con
structed, serve as a water meter ; for if a stream of water be 
allowed to pass through it, driving the ,vbeels, the number of 
revolutions made by the latter gives the quantity of ,vater passed 
in terms of the tooth-ring volume. vVe shall find further on othe1· 
similar applications of chamber-wheel gear. 

Still another application of the 1nachine may be obtained by 
arranging it with a delivery-pipe of ,vhich the sectional area can 
be varied. By reducing this to a suitable extent the chamber
wheel train, working either with water or oil, forms a brake, 
which by the use of one or of two valves can be made either 
single or double acting. If the passages be suitably arranged the 
same quantity of fluid can be used over and over a.gain ; a brake 
of this kind, too, has no wearing parts, like those of an ordinary 
block-brake. Such a chamber-wheel brake, acting in the direction 
of rotation, and not preventing any other motion, n1ay serve as a 
cataract, and be useful in those cases ,vhere it is wished to apply 
that apparatus in connection with rotary motions. 

It will be seen that the chamber�wheel gear bas a large range of 
applications. In its simplest form, without valves, it may be used 
as a pump (and is suitable for a fire-engine pump), as a steam
engine, or as a fluid meter ; a trifling addition makes it available 
also as a brake or a cataract. It is well suited for ,vorking ,vith 
(driving or being driven by) water or other liquids, and also viscous 
or merely plastic materials (so that it probably might be used as a 
clay or pug-mill), as well as for driving gaseous materials, as air 

used. The steam is admitted a t  t h e  side of theew heels into the space between 
two teeth, and the resuleting motion takes place in the one or other direction according 
to whether the admission opening be placed a. little above or below the line of centres. 
This makes both expansion and reversing possible. The only security against 
leakage, however, is the higher pairing between the surfaces of the teeth. At the 
side11 of the wheels there is lower pairing, but no n1eans are provided (()r at least 
shown in the engraving) for taking up the wear which must occur there. Altogether 
I see no reason for supposing that this inventor will be more successful than his 
predecessors in  inducing two bodies to rub upon each other under considerable 
pressure and at a great velocity without wear taking place, and all the consequences 
due to that inconvenient action.-See Engineering, Nuv. 14, 1873. From some 
correspondence in subsequent numbers of the same journal it seems probable that 
the first to propose this use of steam from the centre outwards in a chamber-wheel
train was John Hackworth (circa l 840-45). 
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or coal-gas, if their pressure be small. It is indeed capable of a 
greater variety of useful applications than often exists for one and 
the same machine. 

§ 95. 

Fabry's Ventilator. 

Plate XXXIII. 

This well knov.'n machine is a chamber-wheel train used for a 
" ,vind pumpr" or ventilator. The Belgian engineer ,vhose name 
it bears has introduced it ,vith great ·success as a suction ventilator 
for mines, and is still occupied in improving it. Fig. 1 sho,vs the 
profile of the wheels first used by Fabry.* The pump wheels a 
and b are here three-toothed, the profiles of the teeth at m n and 
m1 n1 being epicycloids upon the pitch circles, or their equidistants. 
At op the profiles touch on bot-h sides of the centre line until m 
and n or rn

1 and n1 
come together. The stream of air is therefore 

prevented from passing bet,veen the ,vheels, although the point of 
contact does not, as in the Pappenheim wheels, pass continuously 
through the whole profiles. The hollo,ving out of the teeth entails, 
ho·wever, the consequence that as each tooth leaves contact a sn1all 
quantity of air is carried back to the suction-pipe. If ,ve imagine 
the teeth to have been first arranged for continuous contact and then 
hollo,ved out, the capacity of the hollows thus made \\'Ould give us 
exactly the quantity of air returned. The condition therefore 
remains, that the quantity of air delivered per revolution is very ap
proximately equal in volume to the tooth-ring cylinder. Thus the 
hollowing of the teeth does not alter the quantity of air delivered ; 
-it prevents, however, the complete u niformi ty  of the 

·de livery,-for the return of air takes place at intervals and not 
continuously. This want of uniformity might be a serious dis
advantage if the machine were working with a considerable water
pressure, but for the purposes of a ventilator, especially ,vhere the 
velocity is small and the pressure low, it has little appreciable 
influence. 

It is not necessary that the recesses in the chamber should be 
semi-cylindrical in order to insure the joint between them and the 
points of the teeth being kept for a sufficiently long time ; it is 

* Laboulaye, Cinematiq_ue, Second Edition, p. 793. 
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41 1ROOTS BL01VER. 

::-urfficient if tbey subtend the pitch augle, or angle included between 
one pair of teeth. With such ,vheels as those of Fig. 1, for 
instance, they need not extend beyond s and t ;  while if they be 
made semi-cylindrical the wheels need have two teeth only. This 
form, as shown in Fig. 2, is that adopted in Fabry's later wheels. 
Epicycloidal profiles are again adopted for the faces op, q, r, etc.; 
and at rti n there is contact between: the central arm of the ,vheel 
b and the root-cylinder or boss of a. The space between the latter 
and the cylindrical sides of the. chamber is the tooth-ring cylinder, 
the volume of which again approximates very nearly to the 
volume of air delivered per revolution. Fabry's ventilators are 
constructed of from 3 to 4 metres diameter and 2 to 3 metres 
breadth, and move comparatively slo,vly, namely, at from :30 to 60 
revolutions per minute.* The framework of the \\'heels is mostly 
n1ade of v..'ood, tin plates being nailed upon it at the places 
of contact ni n, etc., so that the ,vhole construction bears the 
least possible resemblance to a toothed wheel. ,ve can there
fore easily understand how the theoretic connection between the 
Pappenheim machine and that of Fabry has remained unnoticed 
by practical n1en. 

Root's Blower. 

l1late XXXIV. 
The blo"·iug 1nachine of Root represented in Fig. 1, Pl. XXXIV. 

was exhibited at the Paris Exhibition of 1867.t The wheels were 
about three feet in diameter and nearly seven feet broad ; they 
were driven at a great velocity, and delivered a large volume of air 
at a considerable pressure. The profile p n r is circular, and works 
continually in contact ! ,vith the profile q ni o of the other wheel 

* Cf. Zeitschrift des Vereins deutscher 1-ngenieure, vol. i., p. 140 ;-Ponson, Traite 
de 'CExpl. des Mines de Howille ; Polyt. Centralbl,att, 1858, p. 506 ; also Civil
lngenieur. 

+ The Engineer, August, 1867, p. 146. 
::: I believe that now, at all events, the profiles of the wheels are made so as just 

not to come into contact ; it is considered that the absence of friction thus attained 
more than compensates for the s1nall leakage of air which occurs at ordinary pressures 
and velocities. 
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It will be seen that the ruachine is a Pappenhein1 chan1ber-wheel 
train in ,vhich each ,vheel has t,vo teeth. Root rna<le the surfaces 
of the teeth at first of ,vood, after,vards of iron. His blo,ver is 
constructed at various places, and is very extensively used; there 
,vere several at the Vienna Exhibition of 1873. Root does not 
appear, ho,vever, to have been the first inventor of this chamber
wheel train, for it ,vas used as a gas-exhauster (xnade by George 
Jones of Birn1ingham) in 1859,* and does not appear to have been 
ne,v even then.5a 

Fig. 2 is a section of a second form of Ro0t's blo,ver, in ,vhich 
the profiles of the teeth are altered. As in the chamber-,vheel 
engine of 11urdock already 1nentioned, the teeth have here their 
points made ,vith cylindric profiles, n ?', s o, it w, pairing with the 
,valls of the chain ber. Each of these profiles extends through a 
quadrant, i.e. through half the pitch, as does a1so each section m q, 
p t, vx, of the circular profile of the root cylinder ,vith which the 
points of the teeth work in contact while crossing the line of 
centres. ni q therefore slides upon n r, u w on v x and so on. 
The profiles p n, rn o, <..�C. of the flanks of the teeth are here curtate 
epitrochoids of the rolling pitch circles. The profile m o  is described 
by the 1notion of the point n of the " l1eel b relatively to the wheel ·
a, these therefore work together as the wheels move as indicated 
by the arro,vs. Root does not use exactly the profile thus found, 
but a profile falling behind it in the wheel, and this is quite 
justifiable. He sacrifices the second point of contact certainly, 
but at the same time he avoids the alternate exhaus:ion and 
compression of air ,vhich ,vould other,vise occur in the space left 
between the two points of contact. The exact profiles are only 
shown in the figure for the sake of sin1plicity. In designing the 
wheels they have in all cases to be found, in orcler to determine 
the limits within which the actual profile can be drawn. Of Root's 
two arrangements the first is the better, for it delivers a uniform 
stream of air, ,vhich the second, for the reasons n1entioned in 
connection with Fig: 1, Pl. XXXIII., does not. In both of them 
the volume of air delivered per revolution very nearly approximates 
to that of the tooth-ring cylinder . 

" Clegg, ,llanufact1trc of Coal Ga.s, 5th. Ed., 1868, p. 181. The engraving 
.�iven here shows wheels of a profilr. absolutely idrntical with that of Root's wheels. 
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§ 07. 

Payton's Water Meter. 

Fig. 1, Pl. XXXV. is a schematic outline of a ,vater 1ueter 
exhibited in the English department of the Paris Exhibition of 
1867.* It is a t,vo-toothed chamber-wheel train, the profiles of 
its ,vheel teeth being involutes of circles. The line (and normal) 
of contact N N makes in our figure an angle of 15r° to the line of 
centres ; it is necessary to make this angle small in order that the 
contact may last sufficiently long, The involutes touching in oJJ 
extend from 111 to q and from ·r to n ;  within m and r circular arcs 
of any convenient radius (so long as they do not interfere ,vith the 
contact) continue the profiles to the bosses of the wheels. The 
backs of the teeth have for their profiles curves which are very 
nearly parallel to the involutes and "·hich must lie very close to 
them in order not to disturb the contact, in order, i.e. that the 
back of one tooth may not foul the point of the opposite one. 
It is for this reason that the teeth have received their peculiar 
scoop-shaped form. 

Here again a quantity of water, contained in the space behind 
each tooth, is returned every revolution, so that the delivery of the 
water, as in Fabry's machines and one of l{oot's, is discontinuous. 
This can be seen also from the fact that the point of contact does 
not traverse the whole profile continuously. 'l'he volume of ,vater 
actually passing through the meter per revolution is again very 
nearly equal to that of the tooth-ring cylinder. 

Whether good workmanship is of itself sufficient so completely 
to prevent leakage that the apparatus can make an accurate ,vater 
meter can only be determined b y  experience. The instrument, 
unquestionably a very simple one, seems to have been very rapidly 
received into favour in England. 

* The Engineer, Feb. 1868, p. ��. (" Epicycloidal \Yater-meter.") 

• 
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§ 98. 

Evrard's Chamber-wheel Gear. 

Plate XXXV. Fig. 2. 

In the I�elgian departn1ent of the 1867 Paris Exhibition there 
,vas exhibited a ventilator of Evrard's ,Yhich, although very indif
ferently constructed, ,vas yet in itself remarkable, and deserves 
notice here. Fig. 2, J>l, xxx,r. shO\VS its general construction. 

In the Belgian section of the Vienna Exhibition also, one of the 
same machines ,vas sho,vn an·anged as a water-pump. It is 
essentially a t,vo-toothed chamber-wheel train in ,vhich the ,vheels 
are not similar in form, although they still, as in the former cases, 
revolve ,vith equal angular velocities. The ,vheel a has t,vo spaces 
falling entirely ,vi t h i n  its pitch circle, ,vhile the ,v heel b has t,vo 
teeth lying entirely beyond its pitch circle. The teeth of a are 
very similar in form to those of Root's machine PL XXXIV. 2, 
they lie, however, entirely within the pitch circle, the corresponding 
spaces of b therefore are entirely o utside its pitch circle. The 
cnrve 1n l o  is the curve described by the point n of b relatively 
to the ,vheel a, it is therefore a curtate epitrochoid corresponding 
to the rolling of the two equal circles of radius r. The curve p n 
is the comrnon epicycloid (in this special case a cardioid), described 
by the point o of the wheel a relatively to the wheel b. Contact 
ceases at o at the instant that m and n come into gear. In order 
that this n1ay take place, the angle ni l o must be made equal to the 
angle subtended by the foot of the tooth on b, that is to double the 
angle marked a. 

The spaces of both ,vheels carry the fluid from below upwards as 
they turn in the direction of the arro"'s. The greater part of the 
contents of the spaces of a, namely that represented by the opening 
m l  o, is, however, returned a.gain between the wheels. For each 
revolution, therefore, the volume of fluid passed upwards through 
the machine is a little less than the volume of the tooth-ring 
cylinder. The contact of the two ,vheels has the excellent pecu
liarity that the tops of the teeth of a roll upon the bottom of the 
spaces of b without sliding. The ventilator exhibited at Paris, so 

' 
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opening in the drum a. 
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far as could be ascertained fro1n a so1ne"'hat inaccessible machine, 
,vas furnished ,vith straight radial blades instead of the epicycloidal 
teeth of our figure, which gave sufficiently accurate results for 
practical purposes, and possessed obvious constructive advantages. 
The return of a portion of the fluid renders the motion un-uniforn1, 
but this, as we have seen, is not a serious dra\vback to the efficiency 
of a ventilator. On the ,vhole, therefore, it must be said that 
Evrard's ventilator is a very practical example of chamber-\vheel 
gear. In order to make its delivery unifonn,-so as to suit it 
better for the purposes of a water-pu1np or a hydraulic engine,
it is necessary only to give the teeth on b circular profiles, and to 
use the corresponding envelopes for the profiles of the spaces on a. 

The special form, however, which Evrard has chosen for his 
chamber-crank chain ,vas known before his invention,-a rnuch 
older example of it will be described in § 101. The pu1np con
structed on the san1e principle which was exhibited at Vienna ,vas 
shown as the invention of Baron Greindl.* 

§ 99. 

Repsold's Pump. 

Plate XXXVI. :Fig. 1. 

'\Ve have seen that the old Pappenheim invention has pu.ssed 
through many changes in the form and number of teeth used. 
Along "'itl1 various alterations in the former the latter has been 
reduced from 6 or more to 4, 3, and even to 2. Only one step 
more in this really useful reduction could be 1nade, and this has 
already been taken some years ago in the rotary puu1p n1ade by 

* In England rotary pumps have been made by Laidlow and Thomson, which 
are founded upon this chan1ber-crank train in the form in which Evrard used it. 
The Engineer, May 29, 1868, p. 394.-R. 

Baker's " Rotary Pressure Blowert" is kinematically identical with Evrard's 
machine, but instead of using such a profile for the spaces of a as corresponds to 
the relative motion of the point ?b,-the wheel a is n1ade a hollow drum, with a 
wide ope1.dng along the whole length of o n e  only of its sides. It has therefore to 
revolve twice for each revolution of the fan-wheel b, while at the same time a 
second wheel, in every respect similar to it, has to be added in order to effect the 
necessary closure with the root circle of b when either of the teeth of the latter 
(which here also merely thin straight blades) are 1noving freely_ across theare 
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the Han1burg firm of Repsold. This ,vell-kno,vn machine, ,vbich 
excited great attention in its tin1e, is a chain b er-·w hee l  train, 
the  pump wheels of which have  one  tooth ouly. ]fig. 1, 
PL XXXVI. is a schematic representation of it. The profiles of 
the teeth beyond the pitch circles are here epicycloids, as 1n q and 
nt, and within them hypocycloids as ms and nr, both obtained, as in 
ordinary set ,vheels, by rolling upon and ,vitbin the pitch circles 
(primary centroids) the equal describing circles (auxiliary cen
troids) W and Wi - The portion s u of the profile, added at the 
root of the teeth, is a part of the path of the point t of the \-vheel 
b relatively to a ;  the hypocycloidal arc m s  corresponds to the roll
ing of 1V1 through the arc m v. 'rhe points of the teeth tJJ and 
q G are cylindrical, as are also the corresponding surfaces between 
their flanks, exactly as i n  the case of common spur ,vheels. 
'\Vith the profile forms here described the delivery of the pump is 
not absolutely uniform, for the whole profile of the wheel does not 
pass continuously through the point of contact. The ,,1ant of 
uniformity is so small that it rnay fairly be neglected; all that is 
necessary, hov;ever, to prevent it entirely is to use in the tooth 
faces at rn q, n t, &c., such a form as n1akes the whole profile a con
tinuous curve-as e.g. a circular arc-and using for the roots of the 
teeth the corresponding enveloping form. 

The pump-wheels of Repsold's machine are comn1only described 
as " eccentrics of special formr" or something of the kind ; it is 
clear, ho,vever, from what has just been said, and a glance at the 
figure makes it still more evident, tl1at each of thern is simply a 
spur-\vh ee l  ,vith one  tooth. The point and roct cylinders of the 
teeth slide upon one another, so that "'ear must unavoidably take 
place at first, as in the Root's blo"'er Fig. 2, Pl. XXXIV. It is 
therefore difficult to retain a tight joint ,,,here these parts of the 
wheels are in contact, and the pump is therefore most suitable for 

. working ,vith low pressures. The wings E G and :F'H of the 
chamber must be greater than semicircles in order to prevent com
munication between the suction and delivery pipes behind the 
wheels. Repsold has used packing strips of leather in them.* 
The volume of fluid delivered per revolution is almost exactly 
equal to that of the tooth-ring. 

Repsold's pump is used in mining operations, generally for drain
* Berliner Ve1·handlungen, 1844, p. 208. 

E E 2 
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ing purposes, and also as a fire-pumpr; it has also been used in 
England as a hydraulic motor* (chamber-,vheel turbine), and serves 
often as a gas-pu111p in gas-,vorks. It has thus been successfully 
applied to three of the several applications of chamber-,vheel gear 
before enumerated. 

So far as the originality of the invention goes-if ,ve may speak 
at all of the " invention" of ,vhat is really only a special form of 
the Pappenheiu1 chan1ber-gear-Repsold ,vas not the first to use it, 
for in France Lecocq obtained a patent for a similar rotary pu1np in 
1832 ; t he called it a " pump ,vith t,vo pistons revolving on one 
another." 

§ 100. 

Dart's or Behrens' Chamber-wheel Gear. 

Plate XXXVI. Fig. 2 

In the American section of the last Paris Exhibition there were 
two applications of the chamber-\\'heel train sho,vn in Fig. 2, 
Pl. XXXVI.; they were invented by Behrens and exhibited by 
Dart and Co.t The t,vo pump-,vheels are here again one-toothed, 
as in the last case. They are fixed at their sides to circular discs 
(not sho,vn in our engraving) and this renders it possible to remove 
altogether the portions of them belo,v the teeth, i.e., the root 
cylinders. The place of the latter is ·taken by the cylinders c1 and 
c2, which are fixed to the chamber. These have cylindric hollows, 
q r and n s, the contact of which ,vith the points of the teeth, as 
the latter revolve, is sufficient to render unnecessary the additional 
contact of the flanks of the teeth. In our figure these are shown 
so as also to work together, nip being a curtate epitrochoid, 
described by the point o. In practice the point o is left a little 
clear of the curve (by rounding it off) in order to prevent the 
compression of fluid in the triangular space op q. So soon as 
the point p reaches q, o has got to the same place, and passes 
do,vn,vards from q torr. The point of the tooth of b, therefore, 
works closed against q r, ,vhile its root t moves always in contact 

* Pract-ical Mech. Jon·rnal, 1855-6, vol. xviii., p. 28. 

t Propagation Ind-ustrielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 182. 

! Propagation Industriclle, vol. ii., 1867, p. 116. Engineering, Apr. 4, 1875, 

pp. 368- 9. 

' 
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,vith the cylinder c2• rn soon arrives at n, after ,vhich the point 
of the tooth of a ,vorks closed against n s, "·bile at the same time 
the portion of the fluid enclosed between the t,vo wheels is 
delivered back to I K. Mean,vhile the fluid has be.en passing 
upwards through I K and round c1, in the left wing of the chamber, 
while the fluid already above b in the right ,ving of the chamber 
has been simultaneously discharged through the delivery opening 
E F. 

\Ve notice that here a new idea is brought into the chamber
wheel gear, that of the closure of the central passage by lower 
pairs (here cylinder pairs),-all the other for1ns of the Pappenheim 
machine having used a higher pairing for this purpose. The 
transition from this to the closure before us 1nay be noticed in the 
lower pair-closure at the teeth points in the machines of Repsold, 
Evrard and Root, already examined. So far as closure goes the 
profiles mp and o t might be omitted ; it is, ho?.'ever, well to retain 
them in order to reduce the quantity of fluid returned, and there
fore the u n -uniformity of the delivery, as far as possible. The 
volume delivered for each revolution is again very approximately 
equal to the tooth-ring volume of one ,vheel. 

On account of the use of lower pairs the prevention of leakage
is here more easy than in any of the former cases ; the Behrens' 
machine is therefore ,vell suited for use as a pun1p. Its manu
facturer, Dart (in whose house in N e,v York the inventor Behrens 
is a partner), has constructed many for that purpose, and also as 
hydraulic motors,-indeecl he has also applied it as a steam-engine. 
One of these (of 12 H. P. no1ninal) ,vas at ,vork at the Paris 
Exhibition, and drove a Behrens' pun1p.* It may, however, be 
doubted whether permanently good results can be obtained in this 
application of the 1nachine, fur it will certainly be very difficult 
to make its working joints tight against high-pressure steam. At 
best it is far from reaching the completeness, in this respect, of 
machines of the ordinary form. 

At the Vienna Exhibition there ,vas a steam fire-engine in which 
engine,. fire-pumps and fee d -pump were all constructed on Dart's 
plan. 

* Motoren u. .Jfaschincn auf der T/Teltausstellung 1867, Vienna, 1868, p. 124. 
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§ 101. 

Eva's Chamber-wheel Gear. 

Plate XXXVII. Fig. 1. 

The old chan1ber-,vheel train of an A1nGrican, Eve; gives us 
,vhat is really the fonntla.tion, as to for:u, of thn.t of Evrard. In 
this n1r1chine (Fi3. 1, 1>1. XXXVJI.), ,vhich ,vas patented in England 
in 1825,* the pun1p-,vheels are essentin.lly two unequal spur-,vheels 
having a diametral ratio l : 3. The cylindric axoids of the bodies 
a aud b, ,vhose shafts are connected beyond the cha1nber bv a 
pair of con1mon spnr-,vheels ,vhose clia1neters are as 3 : 1, roll 
together at 1n n, ,vhile the teeth of the ,vheel a carry the fluid in 
the direction of the arro,v. On the line of centres they pass the 
space of b ,vith higher pair-closure, in precisely the ,vay described 
in connection ,vith Fig. 2, Pl. XXXV. 

..,In } ranee Ganahl obtained a patent in 1826 for a machine very 
similar to that of Eve ; he intended it  both as a niotor and a 
pump.t He made, ho,ve.ver, the ,vheel b conical, like the plug of 
a cock. ,ve can see the idea ,vhich led to this form of construc
tion,- the inventor looked upon the ,vheel ct as a piston-,vheel, and 
b as a valve arrnngement. Ganahl's 1nachine is strictly n chnmber
"·hccl train formed frorn a pair of bevel '"heel�. 

§ 1 02. 

Revillion's Chamber.wheel Gear. 

rrlate xxx, rr. Fig. 2. 

The general principle enunciated in § !)3 that a chamber-wheel 
train could be n1ade fron1 any forin of the mechanisn1 (Rz C2) 
includes also the case of scre,v-,vheels. This has been known for 
a long tin1e, and n1any attempts have been made to apply it 

* Ewbnnk, Hydra·ulic and of.her lifachiiirs, 1 SiO, p. 287, also specially Bataille 
nJHl Jullicn, Jladdncsa 1·c,pc�1r, vol. i., 1 S -17-D, p. 440, where other forms are also 
mentioned. 

t Propagation l11dustrielle, voJ. iii. l 868, p. 55 . 

• 
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practically. In 1830 Revillion obtained a patent in France• for a 
scre,v- "·heel chamber-train. Such a mechanis1n is sho"'n in Fig. 2, 
Pl. XXXVII., in a forn1 which differs sornewhat from that of 
Revillion ; it is that ·which I have used for the model in my collec
tion of kinematic models. The "·heels a and b are normal screws 
of equal pitch and opposite " hand " ;  their axes are connP,cted by 

the equal spur-,vheels a1 and b1 ; the frame c forms the chamber. 
The outer surfaces of ther. threads revolve in (lower) contact with 
the chan1ber, the scre,x.·s ,vork together with higher pairing at k l, 
11i n, op, etc. I have given them at q 1· and s t  such a sectional 
profile that the outer edges of each thread touch throughout the 
sides of the threads bet,veen ,vhich it is "'orking (see just above 
the letters 1n n), which has not been done in any former machines 
of the kind. The profiles of the cross sections of the threads are 
envelopes of the helix. The scre,v cutting lathe n1akes the 
accurate construction of these profiles by no means very difficult. 
The fluid fills the spaces bet,veen the threads or teeth, and is 
pushed for,vard by the latter just as in the Pappenheim machine. 
One of these spaces is, for instance, that included bet"·een the 
chamber on the one side and 1n n and k l  on the other, ,vhich is 
separated from the rest of the chamber by the contact at qr  and 
s t and at the similar positions on each side of m n. The scre\v
,vheel chan1ber gear can hardly be said to have any practical 
importance ;-I do not think it necessary therefore to consider 
here any of the other attempts to adapt it to the purposes of a 
steam-engine or a pu1np. 

§ 103. 

Other Simple Chamber-wheel Trains. 

The various forrns in which the sin1ple chamber-,vheel gear can 
be used have by no means been exhausted by the illustrations we 
have given, although these include the best known and more 
in1portant of them. ,v·e- have seen both equal and unequal spur
"'beels used, as ,veil as cylindric screw·-wheels, and a suggestion 
(§ 101) of a pair of bevel-wheels. In this last direction more has 
been attempted. Herr Ludecke (Dransfeld, near Gottingen) 
among others, has constructed a-practically worthless-chamber-

* Propa.galion Indu.9trielle, vol. iii., 1868, p. 151, 

' 
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train, in ,vhich the pump-wheels are equal bevel-wheels with a 
very obtuse angle between their axes. The interior of the chamber 
forms a zone of a sphere, and is separated into suction and 
delivery spaces by two dividing plates in the plane of the axes. 
The constructive difficulties are here far greater than in the case 
of the spur-,vheels, and, it may be added, this fact has already 
made itself felt. Spur-wheels, scre"·-wheels and bevel-wheels 
have thus already been used in chamber-trains. One variety only 
is wanting-hyperrbolic-,vheels-in which the difficulty of making a 
tight joint certainly reaches its maxi1num. It is none the less 
quite possible that any day "'e may be startled by the appearance 
of a " hyperbolic rotary steam-engine." 

§ 104. 

Compound Chamber-wheel Gear. 

We exan1ined in § 61  a specimen of compound spur-gearing in 
the mechanism (C,+2 C;l which is represented in Fig. 279. This 
niechanism has been used as a chamber-train,-by Justice, among
others, who employed it as a steam-engine.* Justice, who also 
constructed a t,vo-wheeled chamrber-train, made the four wheels 
equal, so that b and c ,vere represented by one ,vheel only gearing 
with both the others. The frame e ,vas used as a chamber enclos
ing all the wheels. The design ,vas correct and the construction 
good, but it is not clear ,vhat special advantage could be gained by
it.t A compound chamber-train, consisting of four bevel-wheels, 
was constructed by Davies as early as 1838.t It was intended to 
serve either as a rotary steam-engine or a pump. One of the end 
,vheels, say a, had a large tooth extending - across to the opposite 
wheel d, and the double ,vheel b c had a slot of which the sides 
moved in very incomplete closure with this tooth. I have already 
(§ 91) mentioned this machine, which-intelligibly enough-has
long ago been forgotten. 

* Practical .J.fech. Journal, vol. xix, 1866-7, p. 360 ; Propagation Industrielle, 
vol. iv., 1869, p. 34. 

+ For an old chamber-train of three wheels see Bataille et Jullien, Afachines d 
Vapeu,r, vol. i., 184 7-9, p. 442. 

t Newton, London Journal of Arts, &:c. Conjoined Series, vol. xix., 1842, p. 153. 
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If we make the mean angular velocity ratio of the two wheels 
a and d=l, then the non-circular axoids will cause any pair of 
ridii of the ,vheels to have a relative oscillatory motion, while 
both are turning continuously in the same direction. Then if two 
sectors connected ,vith the ,vheels be enclosed in a chamber formed 
from the frame e, we can use them as pistons ; we can pair them, 
that is to say, with a pressure-organ, either as driven or driving 
bodies. The relative motions of the t,vo pistons will then be very 
similar to the motion of those in Fig. 4, Pl. XXI. As a fe\v 
examples among many, I n1ay mention Smyth's rotary stea1n
engine, patented in 1838, ,vhich had non-circular wheels of com
plex forme;* Ramey's high-pressure ventilator with four equal 
elliptic ,vheels ;t and Thomson's steam-engine, ,vith four equal 
oval wheels, of which t,vo examples were shown at Paris in 
1867.! The constructive difficulties connected \Vith these machines, 
especially when they are intended to serve as stea1n-engines, are 
so great as to deprive them of practical importance. The outer 
surfaces of the pistons at least, ho,vever, can be made steam-tight, 
as they form a cylinder pair \vith the chamber. Ramey's ventilator 
is said to have given good results. 

§ 105. 

Epicyclic Chamber-wheel Gear. 

I haYe still one other kind of cham her-,vheel gear to analyse, 
one of ,vhich the nature has 11ever hitherto been understood. 
E,·en the inventor hin1se]f, C}alloway,§ does not seem to have 
known it, judging, at least, from his own description of the con
nection het,veen his machine and others. In order to make our 
investigation complete it will be necessary to begin somev,hat far 
back. 

By placing the simple train of spur-wheels (O.C�') with which 
we commenced this part of our analysis (§ 94), upon one or other 
of the wheels instead of upon the frame, we can obtain t,vo 
mechanisms, (Oz c;)" and (a.a;)\ besides the one (C.C;)e° already 

* Newton, London Jonrnal of Arts, &c. Second Series, vol. ix. 1834, p. 152. 
t Genie Industricl, vol. xxx. 1865, p. 254. 
t Rapports d1i Jury International, vol. ix., p. 81 ; Propagati()'ll, Industrielle, 

vol. iv. 1869, p. 339 ; Cha1n,bcrs's Ency., 1st. Ed., art. " Steam�Engine." 
§ Bataille and Jullien, J,Jacltincs a Vapcur, vol. i., I 843-9, p. 431. 
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wheel a to be movable about 1, move it by the crank c, carrying 
,vith it b, through any angle w, and then leaving c in its ne-\V 
position turn a back into its old one. Then any diameter of the 
,vheel b ,vill have first turned through an angle w from its original 
position, and ,vill then (considering the diametral ratio � of the 

awheels) have been further turned through an angle of b x _c.,, both 
rotations taking place in the same direction as that of the arm,
so that the whole angular 1notion of b has been :-

w' = <,J + 5 w = w (1 + :) • 
1If for any given time, as a minute, w =n.21r and (1) =n'.21r, we

have for the relative number of revolutions of the wheel and the arm : 
n a 
n, = l + b ·  

If either of the wheels were annular, then the turning back of 
a into its original position ,vould di1ninish instead of increasing 
the angular motion ro' of b, so that ,ve should have 

' n, a- = 1 - - · 
n b 

Such a mechanism as that before us is known generally as an epicyclic train. It is frequently applied in practice in the
form shown, but more often still in a different shape, that namelyof a reverted epicyclic train. 

If ,ve place the reverted train (Cz2 C�), already considered in 
the last section, upon a, as is sho,vu in Fig. 282, we can find the 
velocity of the turning link b c by the foregoing method. It is now 
necessary ho,vever to find the motion of the wheel d ( conaxial 
with a) relatively to that of the arm. Using the same method as 
before we see that while d is carried forward through "' by the 
action of the arm, it is caused to turn "' x :: in the opposite
direction as a is moved back to its original place,-so that the 
actual total angular motion of d is : 

= W (1 - :�) W
1 
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machinery d ifferential gear. This nan1e has apparently been 
chosen because of the minus sign in the last fonuula. "\Ve shall 
not retain it, for it may occasion misunderstanding, but shall call 
the mechanism a compound (reverted) ep icyc l i c  train. 

If there be an annular ,vheel in either of the t,vo pairs of wheels 
a, b and c, rl, the formula for the relative rot.ations ,vill be :  

1 + ac  . n.1 = 
11, bd 

If each of the t\vo pairs contain an annular wheel* it is again 
acn.r1 1 . 

n = - bdr
, 

Or generally, if ,ve indicate the simple velocity ratio of the train 
of wheel ,vork by a, ,ve obtain the for1nula 

n 
-

1 
= 1 - a. 

'ii, 

Hel'e a itself is positive if there be two annular ,vheels or none, 
the minus therefore remainsr; ·while if there be one annular wheel 
only a becomes negative and the sign in the formula is positive. 

There are n1any forrns and still more applications of the 
mechanism before us. It ,:vill be noticed that in cases where a is 
negative in the formula and > 1,-the rotation of d is in the 
opposite direction to that of e. To simplify the description we 
shall call a the first and d the second central ,vheel  and b the 
first and c the second outer wheel. 

The limiting cases ,vhich occur ,vhen some of the ,vheels are 
made infinite are very important. One of these I must specially 
examine, it is as follo\vs. Let us suppose that either of the ,vheels 
a orrb be annular, as in the diagra1ns Fig. 283, in ,vbich the piteh 
circles only are sho,:vn ; then a is, as ,ve know, negative, and the 
expression for n1 

: n is 
n1 

= 1 + acr. 
n bd 

Let, however, the radius of the annular ,vheel be infinite, then in 
order to gear with it the other wheel of the pair must be infinite 
also. The centres of the two infinite wheels lie within the finite 

• As, for example, in }loore's pulley-block,-illustra.ted in EngiMering,
Sept. 171 1875. 
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ones, namely at 1 and 2, but their points of contact, and indeed the 
whole of their teeth are beyond our observation ; they disappear 
from the mechanism, and only the t,vo finite wheels c and 
d remain. The epicyclic train is thus reduced by t,vo wheels, of 
which one revolves about 1, while the other turns round the .first, 
carried by the frame e. The form at ,vhich ,ve have arrived is dif
ferent from that of Fig. 281, for there the central ,vheel a was fixed, 
·while here the only central ,vbeel left, d, turns about its axis. In 
order, ho,vever, that the chain may remain closed, it must contain 
some representative of the ,vheels ·which have disappeared. 1'he 
use of the latter has taken the point of contact, or instantaneous 
centre, to an infinite distance ; it will be seen therefore that they 

--- -·-----

1"10. 283. 

may be replaced by any arrangement which will prevent the \\'heel 
c from making any rotation about its own axis, by means of which, 
that is, its motion may be restricted t o  one of translation 
onl y, every line upon it moving parallel to itself. This might be 
done by the addition of a kinematic chain (which ,ve 111ay call 
accurately a parallel train or motion), so attached to c as to 
constrain it in the required manner. 

It is evident, however, that so far as the total 1notion (in each 
period) of d is concerned, c 1nay be allowed to oscillate about its 
centre 2 to a certain extent, so long as it never completely rotates. 
This is exactly what occurs in vVatt's " Sun and Planet " wheels, 
}"ig. 284, where the upper end of the connecting rod b is connected 
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�no <>f tho P"ir < d. If th;. be ,!onen" 1,,,c.;,n.,. '"'�•tivo. lf the 
ontttnwh.,.J o Lenm,det.beno.nnnlnrnwliool,nlhe Tnlnenof ,. ;,nalway• 
gr<.atffthaun,mily,narnlnlhendireelionnofnrobtionnofnd ionrn�ti,·• 
ie.,itnlumsninthenoppooit,adiro,lionntothenframc , •  

Galloway'• rotaryn•l«lm.-engine,nllut¥ tunt,,, J...,ril,ed, ionsimply 
• chuubor-..-hoel mechaui,m formed upon 3 pbucUuin 
like th•t uf Watt with annannulornouternwhool. 

'!'he following thm:, �gm�• ,.,,,,..,.,ul tl""" form, given by
Collo"8.y lonhi1tnengin.,,nwhich hnintendodnforn•<"""'nT'ropuloion 

· w,nn•;.,_,,n,.n..,nt,.n,.._;1ou;..n-,.....in....,..,1,nu.n,nfu>""' 
d .., _,,,,i.,-i,,,1 ;,n,i., ,..n, ....n. pi, .. , I'"•• "'"''-', l' W. ""'noM> 
no....,,,nr....,,.,n.,.n...,n,.___,..,n1>- 2.l,nli.. [T!,,e,.n;,,n- Ll 11>< nP•: .. t H•.,... 
.. 8-tO �-- , _d ol Wan',<•n•O;,o th< ...,..,,;.,-rod ODd ;, ,o.J, 
•• .. ••-•l,el To k«p thi, ;, r- .,sth t1ot ,.-loool ... t1,, ol•"nt!Kton'" • 
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l hov" i'lae,,d au rJ,� liguNlO ,,ur reference lou.e,.. lo on.able then<lif. 
fo,entnpartanlonb<Jnmoren�lydi!t;ng,iiohod l1ttlu,n1l,..,.-o:,men,d 
pioton of F<g. 2M we ha,e • ,pm-wheel with tJ,- teeth, th<> 
central whool d of the planetrl,,.in Fig, 28--l,nand inn< wo havo 
the """"'P""diug four-lo<>lhed outer wl,eel, whiel, i, hen, an
nular. In or,!e,- that lhonrnotionnofthe whe, ! e,n-..hichi■nalootho 
chamber, might ho Oll(l �f tr>ndation only, Goll<>w•y carried it 
(qu11<onoom:ctlyoo farna■nthe r,quittdmotionni1noonccrn,,,l)nonnth...o 
equ,l Md l"'rallel c?'Ollh , , ,. Wo can .,..;iy """l!lliu iu th
tloe med.anL&m 2 (C: I ey which ., .• havo ,\rndy ano.1,-1 in 
§ 6n .  'The prope,in\emalvrofileofth<"hmbe,ga.othonin,eulo• 

much trouble. ltnio,in .,,.\il}, •imi,lythenpro6lenof tho uetlt of 
& four•t-heJ wh«lln.,,cl, •• c•n work inngev (anJinJ....,J in 
■\el.m•tightnwnla<:tl) withntl,enthr,,e.toothednpinnwltttlnd. The 
invontoT,nalthou�h ho ,tarts from theid<&n,.,f theonnularwbecl in 
loioncxplan:,.t.ion,nJ.,.,.nnotntn,atnthenbodieone an.! d a■n toothod 
wheel■; bul .. yon cip,,.:Jy: • What I propo,oe i,ton11Uh,titute for 
toothed ,.Jx,,,J,, in the m•jo,ity of cues, th<> ami.ngement ,i,.,.,.., in 
thenfi;n.,,.,whieh ! al.all no.,.ncipl•i"- . ,  ." Tho li.gu?'N oho.,. 
distincllynenough thatthonapac,,belw.,.nthetooth of , ondnli vori,. 
p<riodical.ly fromn• maxim nm ton• minimum, and ;, tJ,_fo,,, ■uit
obl• for uo ,.itl , o p,_.,,,,-<>rga.n whieh .,.n bonalternately odmitted 
to011dn<lucho.ri!od fromit. Forthenrelotivonrotationsn<ifdand • we 

ha,-.n:, - I - ; - - ¼, (-. forU,,,,.remlutiom of th�ntt- ofthe 

chamb<r,or (,.ha.t oomeo to the same thing) of tho ,mall �'liding 
c<1,nko,,tb,,pi.tQu J mvolse,,none,,inthenoppooit.,nJiMCtioo. Gol
lowaypropoo,,dnlonoonnoctnou<ono[thoncrankonwilhntl,eocrew-•ha.Rnof 
thov-,,J, iu 0rti,,lha,1hiamigblnt0!a'6U,,...timeo M fut • tho 

piot-On. IDnrig.n2B6n:- • l - f, innt·ig.n287 1 - !  The inventor 
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points out that the parallel cranks 1nay be connected to the 
" piston," and the chamber made to revolve in fixed bearings, which 
is equivalent to making c an ordinary spur-,vheel and d an annular 
wheel, so that 1-a again becomes positive. 

It is sufficiently obvious that this machine is without practical 
value as a steam-engine, although Galloway prepared a design for a 
300 H.P. marine engine on his system. Kiuematically, however, 
it is none the less instructive. In connection ,vith it and the pre
ceding exan1ples our analysis has, I think, sho,vn once more 
its capacity for completely solving constructive riddles. These 
examples at the same time furnish another illustration of the 
remarkable tendency ,vhich has so often sho,vn itself in macl1ine
practice to run through ,vhole circles of solutions for one and the 
same kinen1atic problem by a series of isolated and entirely inde
pendent atte1npts. On account of their very isolation these attempts 
have often, as ,ve have seen, led to extraordinary results arrived at by 
most roundabout methods. Notwithstanding the simplicity of the 
real relation bet,veen these n1echanisms, which our analysis has 
now shown us, ,ve can comprehend in the fullest degree how much 
gr�ater the difficult.ies of the various inventors have been than the 
results they have obtained by overcoming them. 
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